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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a software tool that implements a two-dimensional finite element

(FE) mod~l. for the simulation of capacitance readings from a. specified electrical
.capadtani;etori:l6gr'ap4y:(E<::1;) systeI\1;.The,sjmWatiqnp~ovidessensitivity distribution of
the·'E.Ct·sYstein;'·and; with furtner'deve16pmerit'in 'the-future, it will be integrated as a
module in an image reconstructiop tool. This software tool is developed on the MATLAB
platform. The results and discussions are presented regarding sensitivity distributions
simulated from a 12-electrode system and an 8-electrode system, and the inherent
inaccuracy in these data. Conclusions are presented regarding validity of the present
results and the direction offurther research.

Keywords: Electrical Capacitance Tomography, Finite Element Model, Sensitivity
Distribution, Image Reconstruction, Computer Simulation.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Tomography, in general, is a technique where energy packets (predominantly

electromagnetic) are fired externally through a concealed process which researchers wish
to study the internal substance distribution of, and recaptured (measured) on the other
side. Based on how the various substances in the concealed process had altered or affected
the nature of the energy packets, a deduction is made of the distribution of those
substances in the concealed process.

T!Us has been done with great success in the medical field to give us the various forms
of llXial SCGlllS (~i8.I tOlllography). The~'energypa«kets" successfully used include X-ray
(for computerized axial tomography, CAT), radio wave and magnetic flux (for magnetic
resonance imaging, MRI), positrons (for positron emission tomography, PET), ultrasound,
and neutrons.

Quite different from medical tomography, process tomography, has been used
primarily for industrial benefits. For instance, it is used to examine multi-component flow
regimes in pipelines carrying crude oil from oil fields to refineries and pipelines
transporting granular solids in chemical plants (Huang et al 1989; Thorn et al 1990), and
examine flame patterns in combustion chambers (He et al 1994), had seen development in
a markedly different direction, as will be discussed in the next section.

2.0 ELECTRICAL CAPACITANCE TOMOGRAPHY
Most of the energy packets used for medical tomography are not suitable for use in

process tomography either because of portability problems (power requirement,
equipment size, ease of setting up, etc.) or because these radiations are destructi ve to
substances contained in the process to be examined. Therefore, instead of using "hard
field" systems such as X-ray and positron emission, process tomography has also
employed "soft field" systems such as electrical impedance tomography (EIT) and
electrical capacitance tomography (ECT).

In electrical capacitance tomography (ECT), a set of driving-measuring electrodes are
placed around a pipe or process chamber to be monitored. Electrical field is generated in
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wm between pairs.of electrodes' to me'asure the capacitances between these electrode
pairs. Based on these capacitance readings, a deduction·is made as to what distribution of
permittivity (and hence the distribution of substances) between the electrode pairs would
result in the kind of capacitance readings. This deduced distribution of permittivity,
plotted in grey-levels (or color-coded levels) as cross-section of the pipe or process
chamber, would afford researchers a glimpse into the process concealed within.

The earliest ECT systems were developed to have 8· driving-measuring electrodes.
Over the years that followed, subsequent hardware development and improvement in the
ability of capacitance transducers to res.olve vel')' small.capacitance (Huang et al 1992) has
enC\t* tQ~;deii&n"a,n~ ·irri.R!\,~~p.t<l~i9.~~'of ~ .~.i.~~1~?i:r~p~,:sy~}.enis.1he 66 independent
capacitance' meaSurements :that a 12'-electrbde system is more than double of the 28
measurements an 82electrode system makes, hence a 12-electrode system has been found
to be capable of a resolution twice as refined as that of an 8-electrode system. Figure 1
illustrates the typical electrodes setup of a 12-electrode system (Xie et aI, 1992).

Screen

Pipe wall

Figure 1: Typical electrodes setup of a 12-electrode ECT system.

In one complete measuring cycle, first, electrode 1 will drive with a potential, say, of
magnitude Ve, while electrodes 2 to 12 (all set at ground potential) will measure the
capacitance thus resulted. In the next me;'1Suring.cycle, electrode 2 will drive the potential,
while electrodes 3 to 12will take the readings. Reading ·.between electrode 2 and electrode
1 is not taken because this pair-up had been measured in the first round of measuring
when electrode 1 was the source electrode. Similar strategy goes with the third round
when electrode 3 is the source electrode: electrodes 4 to 12 will become the detecting
electrodes, while reading between this and electrodes 1 and 2 are not repeated. Thus it
goes when subsequent electrodes take up the role of source electrode, until the last round
or measuring, when electrode 11 is the source electrode and electrode 12 the detecting
electrode. This will be the last cycle, and it is no longer necessary for electrode 12 to drive
the potential.

2.1. SIMT)LAT}ONOFCAPACITANCE:MEASUREMENTS
Poisson's equation expresses the relationship between dielectric constant (permittivity)

distribution and the electrical field density within a certain space to the distribution of
charges. With the assumption that the space within contains no free charges, Poisson's
equation can be expressed as below (Reinecke et ai, 1996; Xie et ai, 1992):

div(- 808(X, Y)grad(<p(x,y))) = 0 (1)

In the equation (1), Eo is the free space permittivity, E(.x,y) is the permittivity at coordinates
(x,y) and cp(.x,y) is the electrical potential at coordinates (x,y).

If E(X,y) and cp(x,y) are both known, the capacitance readings between the electrodes
can be solved using (Reinecke et aI, 1996; Xie et ai, 1992):

80 #8(X,y )grad(<p(x,y))dA
c= A
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In a simulation, it can be assumed that the permittivity distribution is known, that is,
e(x,y) islqiown; bo,\yevt<r, .dl,le .t~ the· fac~,~hitt this di~tjibution· is very irregular in general,
the-·potentrill ~istr:i~ufion;· qi(x;y),:eiilin6t-be;d~termined arllilyticiilly. . .... .

. Th~s, <P"(x;y) needs to be soiv~d Illim~ricallyusingthe finite element (FE) method. The
idea·is to divide the area of electrical field into finite number of small elements (a process
known as "meshing") of usually triangular shapes, of different sizes to accommodate the
boundaries of substances. Then, with the sourcing potential as the boundary conditions,
the potential distribution is solved from one node of a mesh triangle to another node
considering the permittivity of the triangular mesh (Xie et ai, 1992).

Once the solution of q>(x,y) is obtained, equation (2) can be solved to yield the
capacitance measurements according to the specified permittivity distribution. The total
numb.~r of EeT reading~.d.ep.ends on t~~,?-J).~by.r.. of.eJeG!rod.es .used in the system. This
.can he.de.t<'<l'mjri~~_usii1g.tbe.eq1Jatiol.l.bcloW ,(XieetatT992):....

N = n(n -1)
2

(3)

where N is the number of readings, while n is the number of electrodes in the system. For
example, for a 12-electrode system, there would be 66 capacitance readings.

3. SIMULATION OF SENSlTIVITY mSTRIBUT10N
'PodWs work::the PDE't~6Ib~x ~{MATLAt3is ~s~d ~s the main processing muscle to

generate the mesh for a user-speCified decomposed geometry describing the permittivity
distribution, and also to solve for the electric potential distribution based on the Dirichlet
boundary conditions (Xie et al 1992). These results are then used to solve for the
capacitance measurements as discussed in equation (2).

Figure 2(a) illustrates representation of a pipe with half-filled stratified flow of a two
component flow (gas, with relative permittivity 1.0, and oil, 2.6). The two rings are, the
outermost being the screen electrode, and the inner one being the electrode-ring. Figure
2(b) shows the meshing performed on the flow regime of Figure 2(a) using the meshing
commands of MATLAB.

Figure 2: (a) Two-component stratified flow, with the pipe half-filled.
(b) The mesh triangles formed for implementing FE solution.

Depending on the path of electrical field lines between an active pair of electrodes, the
sensitivity of said electrode pair would not be uniform at every location within the area of
measurement. It is essential for the process of image reconstruction that the sensitivity
distribution of different electrode pairs should be determined.

Supposing the area of measurement is taken as a square encompassing the pipe, and
this area of measurement is divided into' 30 x 30 square pixels (900 pixels), the sensitivity
at pixel k between two electrodes i andj, denoted Sy{k), is defined as (Isaksen, 1996):
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c.(Oil.k) _ c.gos

S. (k) = y y
if C .. oil _ C.gos

y y

(4)

.Crs :is:th.e· capa~itan<;:e rea(li~betwe~n,.'_C?I~qtroqes i..andJ wh~n the whole pipe is filled
-with: ·oilly.~!S"as~·:w.l1ile-C~o.iI!'is,\vheri:tI'i~;~hQI~:pipt:ds· :filled. with only oil. Cij(oil.k) is the
capacitance"reading.between electrodes'j lU}dj when mesh element k alone is filled with
oil;·'while the rest of the pipe is filled· with gas. Eoi1 and Egas are the relative permittivity of
oil and gas respectively. Amax is the maximum area of a single pixel, while Ak is the area of
pixel k. For the case of uniform square pixels, these two values should be the same, thus
rendering the ratio always one. But in cases where a square pixel is partially considered,
this ratio had to be calculated accordingly.

4. RESULTS ~I>. DIS.CU~SION .,. ..' . .
'.' : .For i.l; ,90Q7pj~~1' inWging....system,:.,iyi.th l~ , elt;ctrodes, . the sensitivity distribution
obtainedshoiJfd be a900x66 'riia:1rix, corresponding to 900 pixels, each having 66 EeT
values. On the other hand, for an 8-electrode system, the sensitivity distribution is a
900x28 matrix.

Assuming that all electrodes used are identical and driven at exactly the same
potential, there should only be 6 unique sensitivity distributions for a 12-electrode system,
as shown in Figure 3, and only 4 unique sensitivity distributions for a 8-electrode system,
as shown in Figure 4. Take the 12-electrode system for example: the sensitivity
distribution between electrode 1 and electrode 3 should be the same as the sensitivity
distribution between electrode 7 and electrode 9, because in both cases, the driving
elec~ode and. the measuring electrode .ll\eseparated by 1 electrode.
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